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Abstract. The strategy for learning speaking skills in Indonesian language sub-
jects with news text material is included in the learning outcomes (CP) elements
of speaking and presenting. The purpose of speaking skills in learning Indone-
sian is for students to be able to convey information orally by going through the
stages of critical, creative and innovative thinking in writing news coherently. The
purpose of this study is to describe the results of the implementation of the news
anchor-based speaking skills learning method in SMK. This study uses descrip-
tive qualitativemethods with data collection techniques, namely interviews, notes,
and listening. Data analysis techniques are carried out by explaining the planning,
implementation, and evaluation of learning as a strategy for learning speaking
skills. The findings in this study obtained a total of 39 scores from a number of
12 instrument indicators regarding the implementation of news anchor-based stu-
dents’ speaking skills methods at SMK. In this study, if the average value is 4, then
a value of 3.25 is obtained from the recapitulation of values using the formula in
the evaluation process.
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1 Introduction

Learning is a student learning activity that does not only have the aim of memorizing
or remembering, but also to create and shape changes in behavior in a learner, such as
knowledge, understanding, to the application of the theory that has been conveyed, as
well as attitudes, actions, skills, abilities reactions, receptivity, behavior, and anything
that involves all aspects of students [1]. One of the bridges so that students are able to
think critically, actively, innovatively, and creatively is education, especially in the field
of Indonesian language education. The ability to speak Indonesian is verymuch used as a
provision to prepare oneself for the competitive world of work [2]. Language skills have
four components, namely speaking skills, reading skills, listening skills, and writing
skills [3]. Vocational Schools are manpower supply schools that create many students
with special abilities and are prepared to be able to work directly in the industry. One
of the language skills that is a compulsory subject or competency to master is speaking
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skill. Language skills with speaking competence is a compulsory subject in vocational
high schools. Conscious effort in improving speaking skills Ariyana et al. [4] says that as
studentswill be taught to go through the process of critical thinking as it is destiny created
for humans to think critically, innovatively, actively, and creatively by understanding
whatever has been read, heard, and seen.

The challenge faced in learning Indonesian in the Covid-19 era is that Indonesian is
not a subject of interest to students. Speaking skills are very influential in every person
conditioning his environment [5]. Talking cannot be separated fromancient human habits
until now. Techniques in learning to speak can be done one way with interviews [6].
Students tend to be lazy to read and speak when learning is carried out during the covid-
19 period. The creativity of teaching staff in solving problems in Indonesian language
learning activities is also considered lacking because educators are more fixated on the
existing curriculum and do not domuch development, plus the low influence of students’
perceptions of learning Indonesian is a factor in students’ lack of interest in learning
Indonesian language subjects. [7]. Role models for learning speaking competency skills
in the Indonesian language subject are needed to stimulate students tomore easily achieve
goals and create motivation for students to be able to have speaking skills like someone
they see.

As an activity of conveying information through communication, language skills
need good vocabulary mastery and vocabulary so that the purpose of the process of
conveying this information can also be processed by listeners properly [8]. Holistic
learning in speaking skills refers to cultural closeness which will motivate to arrange
statues and speaking styles so that they adapt more quickly to environmental conditions
[9]. Good internal and external environmental conditions in language learning activities
will also have a good influence on students in improving their speaking skills [8]. In
discussing speaking skills basically, they cannot stand alone or apart from other language
skills, because this is very closely related to the creation of discourse in language and
communication [10] (Fig. 1).

To support students’ speaking skills, learning innovations are needed in providing
solutions to improving the learning of speaking and language skills. Skill is a person’s
ability to solve problems or problems that are his responsibility [11]. In learning to

Fig. 1. Roadmap of speaking skills research
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speak, educators are required to be able to provide motivation to students about learn-
ing speaking skills, so that students will automatically be motivated to learn language
without coercion [12]. The existence of speaking language skills in learning is often a
problem, namely the emergence of the question “Why learn to speak, while children
are already good at speaking?” [13]. The solutions offered regarding learning speaking
skills will be right on target and in accordance with the goals set if the student learn-
ing process is carried out in an innovative and creative way. In this sophisticated era,
teaching and learning activities are not only focused on textbooks, but also on technol-
ogy that can be accessed anytime and anywhere [14]. [15] explained that when viewed
from the development of learning for students, learning resources are needed that can
encourage cognitive, affective, and psychomotor factors contained in emotional, motor,
observation, visual memory, hearing, passive and active language skills, and interper-
sonal intelligence development.. Educational facilities are now very varied, not only
fixated on textbooks, for example, encyclopedias, magazines, newspapers, maps, radio,
paintings, TV programs, and others.

Language is an important thing that represents all human life [16]. One of the tech-
niques used to teach speaking skills is the technique of a news anchor in the world of
journalism. Before news anchors spoke as news presenters, they were once journalists
or interview officers who were forced to sharpen their speaking, listening and writing
skills [17]. Interviews in providing stimulus to students canmake childrenmore active in
experimenting with finding information, asking questions, and speaking [18]. Speaking
is a sign system that can be heard and seen that utilizes the muscles of human tissue for
combined purposes and goals [19]. Talking is a performance to say words along with
articulation to give appreciation, express feelings, and ideas or ideas [20]. There needs
to be an interactive process in training students to be able to learn and master speaking
skills, one of the skills that can be used is interviewing.

News anchor in his journalistic role is a character who conveys news material on
radio, television and other newsmedia. A news anchor is often involved in improvisation
giving comments in live broadcasts [11]. Language skills are not brought by humans from
birth, but must be trained [21]. In this digital era, educators must be able to utilize various
media and technologies for better learning facilities. Various media have appeared in the
era of the industrial revolution 4.0 [22].

Research on the language and speaking skills of a news anchor has been carried
out by [11, 23], and [24], but on prospective presenters or journalism students whose
interest has been focused from the start. The focus of this research is the Implementation
of News Anchor-Based Speaking Skills Learning in Vocational High Schools to bring
up updated strategies and improve students’ language, speaking, and presentation skills.

The urgency of this research is that if the news anchor method is not applied to
the speaking skill strategy for students at SMK, then it is not known that the strategy
for learning student speaking skills is good and suitable. The ability to analyze critical
thinking with speaking skills and other strengths of students is needed to make them as
leaders who are able to speak. Based on the explanation on the background and theory
above, the following is an overview of the relevant research roadmaps that have been
carried out previously.
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2 Method

This research was carried out using descriptive qualitative research, namely a research
method based on postpositivism philosophywith objects of natural conditions (the oppo-
site of this research, namely experiments) with research results explained in the form of
descriptive writing [25]. The method used in this study is the observation method with
interview, note-taking and observation techniques as data collection techniques. This
research was conducted by observing the process of learning speaking skills strategies
directly starting from the planning, implementation, and evaluation. The listening tech-
nique is a vital instrument with careful, directed and thorough listening to the object
of research to find data from data sources [26]. This technique is a continuation after
listening to record important things that need to be highlighted before being analyzed
using the theory used [26]. This research activity was carried out from January to June
with the object of SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Andong Boyolali (Table 1).

The research procedure for this observation method is carried out by going directly
to the field (Ni’mah, 2021). This was done to obtain data and find out the process and
results of the implementation of news anchor-based speaking skills learning strategies
in Vocational High Schools. The first stage is to know how to plan prior to learning,
followed by implementation, and how to evaluate it. Preliminary study is the initial
stage or preparation for observation. This stage consists of the first step, namely library
research and continued with field surveys to find out or obtain data directly from field
conditions.

Table 1. Elements of learning outcomes for speaking and presenting skills in Indonesian language
subjects

Elemen Berbicara dan Mempresentasikan

Peserta didik mampu mengolah dan menyajikan gagasan,pikiran, pandangan, arahan atau
pesan untuk tujuan pengajuan usul, perumusan masalah, dan solusi dalam bentuk monolog,
dialog, dan gelar wicara secara logis, runtut, kritis, dan kreatif.
Peserta didik mampu mengkreasi ungkapan sesuai dengan norma kesopanan dalam
berkomunikasi. Peserta didik berkontribusi lebih aktif dalam diskusi dengan mempersiapkan
materi diskusi, melaksanakan tugas dan fungsi dalam diskusi. Peserta didik mampu
mengungkapkan simpati, empati, peduli, perasaan, dan penghargaan secara kreatif dalam
bentuk teks fiksi dan nonfiksi multimodal.

Elements of Speaking and Presenting

Students are able to process and present ideas, thoughts, views, directions or messages for the
purpose of submitting suggestions, formulating problems, and solutions in the form of
monologues, dialogues, and speech titles logically, coherently, critically, and creatively.
Students are able to create expressions in accordance with the norms of decency in
communicating. Students contribute more actively in discussions by preparing discussion
material, carrying out tasks and functions in discussions. Students are able to express
sympathy, empathy, care, feelings, and appreciation creatively in the form of multimodal
fiction and non-fiction texts.
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The data analysis technique in this study was carried out by explaining the planning,
implementation, and evaluation of learning as a strategy for learning speaking skills. The
findings in the observation of the implementation of learning strategies are analyzed by
elaborating the explanation to find out the needs and novelties needed, so that learning
outcomes can be achieved in accordance with learning outcomes in the independent
learning curriculum.

3 Results and Discussion

In the competence of speaking skills at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Andong for the
2021/2022 academic year, learning Indonesian applies the driving school curriculum.
The curriculum for this driving school has learning objectives that are arranged based
on CP, ATP, and teaching modules. CP is learning outcomes that contain content about
learning outcomes that will be carried out and completed in learning Indonesian. The
achievement of learning Indonesian in the driving school curriculum is reduced to an
ATP device or Learning Objective Flow. The Learning Objectives Flow (ATP) contains
information on the achievements of class learning elements, learning objects, Pancasila
learning dimensions for students, learning indicators, learning objectives, materials, and
time used to achieve these learning objectives. After the ATP device or Learning Objec-
tive Flow is compiled, then it is continued to develop teaching modules. The teaching
module is made so that it becomes the basic goal of the learning activity process at every
one of these meetings. In the teaching module there is information on the elements of
learning outcomes, indicators, learning objectives, steps, diagnostic assessments, for-
mative and summative assessments, and student worksheets and their attachments. The
following is the content of learning outcomes in Phase E of the Indonesian Language
subject.

Curriculum is program design, program implementation, and evaluation of learn-
ing programs that become experience in the process of educational activities (Manalu,
2022). The function and purpose of national education is to shape the character, dignity,
character, and civilization of students as dignified and intelligent human beings as the
nation’s generation [27]. The 2013 curriculum for learning Indonesian has learning out-
comes that are exposed in the syllabus and learning program design. In this curriculum,
Indonesian is considered as a subject that occupies its function as the formation of the
human mind. Indonesian is considered to be able to stimulate human resources to have
the ability to think critically, creatively and innovatively [28]. Indonesian language learn-
ing in the 2013 curriculum is oriented towards text or text-based learning as a transfer
of knowledge [29].

The independent learning curriculum at this time has provided wider space and
opportunities for teachers to be able to provide learning conditions that are more directed
and according to conditions. The curriculum is a planned learning activity and aims to
create change and achieve the goals to be achieved. In the development of the learning
cycle and curriculum renewal, independent learning has provided more freedom and
opportunities for teachers and students to develop competencies and innovate according
to the capacity of students or students. So that in terms of learning teachers and students
may study material according to the competencies they like or want to learn [30]. With
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the presence of a new curriculum that is freer in determining learning outcomes, it is
hoped that it will provide convenience in learning Indonesian to achieve goals without
avoiding the rules and norms of life [31].

In carrying out learning, of course the teacher prepares a plan for the implementation
of learning and ends with an evaluation. Planning is carried out so that learning activities
are more directed towards goals, materials, and activity steps [32]. Planning is the basis
prepared by the teacher when carrying out learning activities [33]. Learning planning
needs to be prepared carefully, because it becomes an integral process of learning activi-
ties and not just a complement [34]. With good planning, the implementation of learning
will also be carried out in accordance with the procedures and standards set out in the
Merdeka curriculum. Good planning and implementation is expected to produce a good
evaluation of student learning outcomes or news anchor-based student speaking skills
learning.

3.1 Learning Planning

Based on the results of interviews with Indonesian teachers in class X at SMKMuham-
madiyah 2 Adong, Boyolali, it was found that learning Indonesian in speaking and
presenting skills using a face-to-face method based on news anchors as a student role
model in providing stimulus for learning to speak really needs to be implemented to
students. In order to implement learning well, it is necessary to prepare learning plans.

in the form of teaching modules based on the independent curriculum [35]. Indone-
sian language teachers say that the implementation of the independent curriculum in
learning Indonesian is different from the 2013 curriculum. In the 2013 curriculum, plan-
ning before learning needs to be prepared in lesson plans or learning implementation
plans, but in the independent curriculum learning implementation plans or lesson plans
are replaced with teaching modules as lesson plans before face-to-face implementation.

In the independent curriculum the elements that must be achieved are listening,
speaking and viewing, speaking and presenting, and writing. In this discussion, learning
news text is carried out with speaking and presenting elements. The components of the
teaching module contain general information, this component, and attachments. General
information includes module identity, initial competencies, Pancasila student profiles,
facilities and infrastructure, student targets, and learning models [36]. The core com-
ponent contains learning objectives, meaningful understanding, triggering questions,
learning activities, assessments, and enrichment and remedial. The appendix contains
diagnostic assessment sheets, non-cognitive diagnostic assessments, cognitive assess-
ments, student worksheets (Summative Tests), formative assessment sheets, and bibli-
ography. The display of general information is in Fig. 2, and the core components are in
Fig. 3.

Teaching modules as learning plans are prepared by considering the depth of the
material, the needs of students, the motivation of students, the facilities of students, the
media used in learning activities, and the interests that are embedded in students. In
compiling teaching modules, of course there are procedures that can be implemented,
namely: 1) conducting an analysis of the needs of students, teachers and schools; 2)
identify and determine the profile dimensions of Pancasila students who will be trained;
3) determine the flow of learning objectives that will be developed in teaching modules;
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Fig. 2. General information on the Indonesian language learning module

4) carry out the preparation of teaching modules based on the specified components; 5)
learning implementation activities in accordance with what has been planned; and 6)
evaluation and follow-up (Sufyadi et al., 2021).

Based on interview information from Indonesian language teachers, it is clear that
the character of SMK children tends to have less interest in reading, but in view of
conditions and events, students tend to be enthusiastic about talking and telling stories.
Vocational school children tend to like to speak in non-formal situations, but with these
basic competencies there is the potential that with good direction and learning models,
the motivation of children will be stimulated to be able to speak in front of them like a
news presenter or news anchor. ATP or the flow of learning objectives is the basis for
preparing learning plans in the form of modules. ATP refers to learning outcomes and
learning objectives as the basis for preparing lesson plans. To shape the character of
students, in learning activities in the classroom the teacher always applies the 5S culture
(Seiri, Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu, and Shitsuke). To complete this competency the teacher
spends 2 h to deliver thematerial, 1 h to show the style, intonation, rhyme, vocabulary and
articulation of a news anchor while practicing little by little at each session or stage. At
that stage students occupy the listening process to imitate, the next 1 h for strengthening
and motivation, and 4 h for students to look for events and practical projects to become
news presenters.

3.2 Implementation of Learning

The implementation stage of learning speaking skills based on news anchors is carried
out face-to-face andwith audio-visual media in front of the class. The use of audio-visual
media is carried out in order to foster motivation and become a role model for students
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Fig. 3. The core components of the Indonesian language learning module

in determining how to speak well, style of speech, tempo and rhyme of speech, as well
as good articulation in speaking.

The implementation of teaching Indonesian speaking skills in news texts with the
anchor-based method as a role model is carried out in accordance with the lesson plans
that have been made. Implementation of good learning activities is based on good plan-
ning [37]. In this implementation the teacher always instills a culture of 5S or Seiri,
Seiton, Seiso, Seiketsu, andShitsuke as part of character buildingwhichmust be achieved
in addition to the knowledge and skills of students. Learning speaking skills based on
news anchors as role models is carried out according to the steps in the preliminary
activity module, namely: 1) Students and teachers pray together to start learning; 2) The
teacher ensures that the class conditions are in accordance with 5S (Seiri, Seiton, Seiso,
Seiketsu, Shitsuke); 3) Students convey the results of learning at the previous meeting;
4) The teacher conveys the learning objectives to be achieved; 5) Students make an
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agreement with the teacher regarding the learning activities to be carried out; and 6)
Students answer the trigger questions that the teacher conveys with questions a) What
is interesting about a News text presentation?; b) What information will you get after
listening to the news text?.

The core learning activities are carried out in the following steps: 1) Students get
exposure to currently developing information; 2) Students answer the teacher’s questions
about the information in the news text; 3) Students listen to news obtained from audio-
visual onlinemedia; 4) Students discuss in groups (4–5 people) to discuss the information
contained in the news text; 5) Students confirm the correctness of the information with
the data found; 6) Students convey ideas or opinions in front of the class regarding the
results of discussions about the information obtained; 7) Students from other groups
convey their ideas (refute or support); 8) Students work on summative tests; and 9) The
teacher reinforces the presentation results of the students. This activity was carried out
with an allocation of 3 h out of the 8 h provided. For the next 5 h it is carried out in
the following steps: 1) The teacher prepares an audio visual media of a news anchor
who presents news as a role model in learning speaking skills; 2) Teachers and students
prepare media to display or display the audio-visual media that has been prepared; 3)
Teachers and students provide reflection before learning continues in the process of
listening and observing; 4) After reflection, the teacher plays the prepared audio-visual
media; 5) The teacher conducts discussions on several speaking sessions of a news anchor
so that students understand them; 6) When finished, the teacher provides an opportunity
for students to look for events that can be compiled into a news text and presented in
front of the class like a news anchor.

3.3 Learning Evaluation

To find out the results of the evaluation of the implementation of news anchor-based
speaking skills learning, it was carried out using a formative assessment. This formative
assessment aims to be able to monitor and improve the learning process, as well as
evaluate the achievement of learning objectives that have been implemented. One form
of assessment that provides feedback on children’s skills is formative assessment [38].
The evaluation process was carried out in its entirety starting from the learning process
to the process of practicing students’ speaking skills totaling 35 students. The following
is an instrument for assessing the learning outcomes of speaking skills based on news
anchors for SMK students.

Based on the instrument table above, if it is changed in the form of a score, then score
1 is less, score 2 is quite good, score 3 is good, and score 4 is very good. Recapitulation
of the calculation results based on the instruments that have been prepared, namely by
calculating the total score divided by the number of indicators.

Based on the Table 2, the total score recapitulation obtained a total of 39 scores from
a number of 12 instrument indicators. To find out the average results of the recapitulation
of the implementation of the news anchor-based speaking skills learningmethod, namely
the formula:
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average = totalscore

totalindicator

average = 39

12

average = 3.25

Table 2. Instrument for recapitulation of the development of speaking skills learning outcomes
based on news anchors in SMK students

No Indicator Not enough Pretty good Good Very good

1 Students have good enthusiasm when
listening to the audio-visual media
displayed

✔

2 Learners better understand how to
speak to convey good and informative
information

✔

3 Students understand what sound
pronunciation is in speaking

✔

4 Learners better understand how to place
stress, tone, intonation, and rhythm in
speaking

✔

5 Students understand the procedures for
using good words and sentences in
informative speaking

✔

6 Students can speak by considering the
loudness of the sound

✔

7 The fluency of students’ speaking can
be improved

✔

8 Students can master the topic when
speaking to convey information

✔

9 Students can show a good speaking
attitude in conveying information or
news

✔

10 Students can show good gestures and
facial expressions

✔

11 Students can show reasoning in
language well when speaking
conveying news information

✔

12 In speaking students can show good
attitude and politeness

✔
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The results of the calculation obtained an average result of 3.25 from amaximum score of
4. In indicator point 5 learning outcomes of students’ speaking skills based on the news
anchor which contains “Students understand the procedures for using good words and
sentences in informative speaking” it was found that the points achieved is a score of 2.
This score is obtained because in speaking the child still has difficulty using the choice
of words and sentences. It has been proven that these indicators cannot be achieved
using the news anchor-based method alone, because in order to improve the ability to
use words and the climate of students, training and broadening of horizons is needed by
reading or listening more to rich people. This indicator needs more time to achieve it,
so that in class learning it is still achieved at a score of 2 or good enough.

Score 4 is obtained on indicator 1. Namely “Students have good enthusiasm when
listening to the audio-visualmedia displayed”, indicator 4. Namely “Students understand
better how to place pressure, tone, intonation, and rhythm in speaking”, indicator 6. “
Students can speak by considering loudness, and 12. “In speaking students can show
good attitude and politeness. The indicators that can be achieved show that children’s
motivation to increase their courage and speaking skills as language skills is fairly good.
It needs a longer process to form students who really can and have speaking skills.

Learning speaking skills using news anchor-based methods carried out by teachers
and students can show that the planning, implementation, and evaluation processes have
been carried out properly. The components along with the steps in the planning made
for the learning implementation process received a good response and enthusiasm from
the students even though there was still one indicator that had not reached good and
maximum points. The new speaking skill method applied in learning Indonesian will
later become a new innovation that can be continuously developed to achieve successful
learning outcomes and objectives. Therefore improvements in learning and innovation
by teachers must continue to be made. Based on the research that has been done, it is
found that there is still a need for additional time to practice and familiarize students
so that they can increase vocabulary richness, accuracy of intonation, style, rhyme and
rhythm, and good use of words and sentences in informative speaking.

4 Conclusions and Suggestions

Based on the research that has been done, it can be concluded that in the process of
learning speaking skills based on news anchors, lesson plans are prepared in advance in
the form of modules that are adapted to the components in the independent curriculum.
In the research that has been carried out, the results show that: 1) the planning of news
anchor-based speaking skills learning activities has been made and adapted efficiently to
the independent curriculum with general information, core components, to attachments
and evaluation. The planning has been carried out well with good results too; 2) The
implementation of learning activities has been adapted to the teachingmoduleswhich are
arranged as part of the planning of learning activities; 3) Evaluation activities are carried
out with a formative assessment and are accompanied by instruments to find out the
results of the implementation of the news anchor-based speaking skills learning method.
in this evaluation an overall average score of 3.25 was obtained from a maximum score
of 4. So it can be said that the method has been implemented properly and has more
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than good results to be used as an innovation in learning speaking skills in speaking and
presenting elements.

Suggestions from this research for future researchers are: 1) Other researchers can
carry out further and deeper research activities regarding news anchor-based speaking
skills learning methods by covering more aspects and indicators as well as by applying
them to other subjects; 2) In the method of learning speaking skills based on news
anchors, it is necessary to bemore creative and innovative in implementing and preparing
learning plans so that they can be achieved properly and optimally.
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